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In this issue we focus on:
l Pensions and The Budget

With the Election just around the corner, it’s tempting to engage in the guesswork of what the Chancellor might
pull out of his hat for savers in his pre-Election Budget on the 18th March.

The pensions’ revolution the Chancellor sprung on us all last year was universally welcomed – and found favour
with all Parliamentary Parties. That was good and augers well for the future – but for now we expect the Chancellor
to pursue a more partisan line and in his Budget focus on a target audience of middle to lower income working
families. Those with mortgages have benefitted greatly from interest rate suppression – but those with savings,
typically in the older age groups have been left way behind. How then might the Chancellor curry favour with this
group of committed voters, without incurring the Treasury’s displeasure?

Suggestions published so far include:
l Pension Fund Residential Property Purchase: A perennial hope that in our opinion is just not going to

take root. The last thing the resurging housing market needs just now is another stimulant to elevate prices.

l Tax Free Pension Income if used for Care Home funding: Whilst the shortage of Care Home
accommodation is becoming the problem of our times, increasing the spendable income of residents may
be a laudable ambition – but is an unlikely solution. It would add an unwelcome complication to tax
computations and throw many pensioners back into Self-Assessment. Furthermore, diminished taxation
receipts won’t be welcome with the Treasury. We don’t think this one’s a runner.

l New Pensioner Bonds: The Government’s January issue of one and three year Pensioner Bonds went
down a treat with the over 65s – so how about another round, this time for those in the 55+ age group? That
would fit in nicely with the April launch of Pension Freedom – and perhaps represent a timely destination for
an element of liberated pension monies? We think this might serve a multiple purpose – and may be a runner.

l Pension Freedom and Annuities: Last year’s sweeping changes to pension regulations become fully
effective on 6th April 2015. Many pensioners who took benefits through annuity purchase in recent times
necessarily fixed their lifetime income in our near-zero interest rate climate.

Annuities are one of the few lifetime financial assets that cannot be sold, passed on or inherited – other than
under a contractual commitment to provide a Dependent’s Pension or a Fixed Payment Period specified at
the outset.

So why not encourage the creation of a financial market in which annuities in payment could be bought and
sold – and traded in much the same way as fixed interest stock or Securitised Endowment Policies?

Initially it seems improbable that annuitants might wish to sell their income – but under the impetus of ‘Pension
Freedom’ - and given the right combination of circumstance and price, such a disposal might for some, carry
real purpose and appeal. 
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Annuity disposal might even, under certain conditions, be an attractive investment initiative – especially for
those whose annuity was purchased before the crash of 2008. Altogether higher annuity rates prevailed in
those times, so the fall off of annuity rates since the crash could, in theory, push tradable value upwards! 

All this pre-supposes that Parliament would approve, that HMRC would reclassify the tax treatment of annuity
income if held in a Collective – and that the Insurers would want to play ball. 

We recognise that an ability to exchange for a capital sum, a product that delivers a lifetime income, will raise
multiple issues – and may well have to carry an upper age limit but the concept has been spoken of by the
Pension’s Minister and is an inevitable development of ‘pension freedom’. We like the idea, it would ensure
‘fairness’ between pre and post ‘pension freedom’ retirees – and would surely fit nicely within the Chancellors
cash liberating objectives.

l Higher Rate relief on Member contributions. Marginal rate relief on Members’ contributions has been
under threat for as long as I can remember – and normally re-emerges just before every tax year-end. The
critics attack the unfairness that they see in a system that, in the eyes of many, is inequitable, favouring the
better paid at the expense to those lower down the order. We’ve heard all of the arguments many times before
– but just now, might it be time for a change? 

Steve Webb favours Flat Rate relief. A pension fund tax credit at a Flat Rate of say 33% would make a highly
attractive savings package for Basic Rate taxpayers and could easily be promoted as a “save two, get one
free” deal. That would give real encouragement to the average earner and further rebalance the system for
the many who are about to embark on Workplace Pensions. Those who enjoy Higher Rate relief would be
the losers – but in recompense for their loss perhaps the Lifetime Allowance limit of £1m could be raised –
or scrapped altogether?

Pension tax relief is said to cost the Treasury a net £35 billion a year, of which £7.6m goes to Higher Rate
taxpayers. Flat Rate relief isn’t currently the official policy of any Parliamentary Party – although it seems likely
to emerge in the Lib-Dem’s Election Manifesto. A 33% Flat Rate tax credit would undoubtedly cost the Treasury
a good deal of money in these straightened times and at that level may be a non-starter – but at 30% Flat
Rate relief becomes cost neutral, whilst at 25% it becomes both cost beneficial to the Treasury - and would
still give Workplace Pensions a shot in the arm.

So, at the risk of scare-mongering again, it really seems as though Higher Rate relief may be at risk, probably
more so than at any earlier time. 

Perhaps the essential message is “what are you waiting for” – we know that for both Higher and Additional
Rate Taxpayers, pension contribution tax relief can hardly get any better... and at some time soon, restrictions
are bound to arise. Make hay if you can, there’s 2 weeks to go in this current tax year.

Geoffrey Stait
12 March 2015
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